ENGLISH ADJECTIVES WORKSHEETS FOR CLASS 2

IDENTIFY ADJECTIVES

Look at the picture and choose the correct adjective for the options given below the sentence:

My old grandpa is ______. He uses a stick while walking.
a. Healthy  b. Strong  c. Sick

Peter is a __________ magician.
a. Clever  b. Foolish  c. Ignorant

The wrestler is a __________ man.
a. Weak  b. Strong  c. Lethargic

The giraffe has a __________ neck.
a. Long  b. Small  c. Tiny

A mango is a __________ fruit.
a. Tasty  b. Flavourless  c. Bland
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ANSWERS

My old grandpa is ______. He uses a stick while walking.
- a. Healthy
- b. Strong
- c. Sick

Peter is a ____________ magician.
- a. Clever
- b. Foolish
- c. Ignorant

The wrestler is a ____________ man.
- a. Weak
- b. Strong
- c. Lethargic

The giraffe has a ____________ neck.
- a. Long
- b. Small
- c. Tiny

A mango is a ____________ fruit.
- a. Tasty
- b. Flavourless
- c. Bland